The Concept of Microwave Foam Drying Under Vacuum: A Gentle Preservation Method for Sensitive Biological Material.
Microwave vacuum drying as compared to conventional vacuum drying has evinced advantages regarding drying time, while comparable product characteristics were achieved when drying sensitive biological material. Due to the volumetric microwave input, a time reduction of up to 90% is possible. When drying viscous liquids, a foamed structure that remains stable during drying exhibits further advantages as the diffusion-limited third drying step is enhanced by the porous structure. As foams not only have to be thermally resistant during microwave vacuum processing, but also withstand the vacuum, a specific process for foam drying by microwaves under low pressure conditions was developed. Foam formation and stabilization was achieved by using a synergistic mixture of proteins and carbohydrates; Lactobacillus paracasei ssp. paracasei F19 (L. paracasei) served as a model sensitive substance. Investigation of surface activity and foaming properties as a function of L. paracasei concentration revealed a significant positive contribution of the bacterial cells. It was shown that L. paracasei directly adsorbed at the air-water interface. Besides, a structuring of the liquid lamellae was assumed. Moreover, drying time was reduced to at least 50% compared to microwave vacuum drying without foaming. It was further observed that the slight loss in survival was mainly due to the relatively high moisture content and high vacuum levels at the beginning of the process. However, foaming, vacuum application, and final drying, respectively, did not affect viability of the bacterial cells. Thus, by incorporation of lactic acid bacteria into foam structures, drying can be carried out in a fraction of time, and further results in high-product quality. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: The application of continuous foam drying offers an efficient and energy-saving alternative to the currently applied techniques for the processing of sensitive material. The process could be applied for the preservation of starter cultures and probiotics as well as in the pharmaceutical industry, when sensitive material such as therapeutic proteins is dried. This process is especially suitable for freezing-sensitive and thermolabile substances.